Sports

Sport rumbles on campus

By Gods Hallmark

A new intramural sport will be added next year when IM street fighting competition begins in October.

This sport is being added since many of MIT's inner city students have complained that the present range of sports offered is discriminatory since their backgrounds emphasized survival techniques over "beethoven and jack.

Dean Robert Holden is the intramural chairman that has provided the main support for the new activity. "I can fully relate to the problems of the inner city youth," said Holden. "Furthermore, I welcome a unique opportunity to involve the Cambridge community in activities at MIT."

Intramural Chairman Peter Leaming '69 praised an interest in "a healthy mind and a healthy body" shown by these students.

In street fighting, two opposing teams use a large vacuum hop in this case Briggs Field. At the referee's signal, the teams begin to fight. At the end of the time period, the team with the greatest number of members left is declared the winner.

Basketball 5.0

By Captain Crunch

Since the recent report that the vinyl used to cover basketballs is hazardous to the health of active players, the stands all over the country have been filled to overflowing with screaming death crazed crowds. However, at MIT, where such passion for the sport would be considered unhealthy, there is a large vacant lot, a large space to play under the limited capacity of the Cage's bleachers.

Two MIT students, Dave McKiernan and Sue Tuleson, came up with a new way to play. They asked each other, "What if it moves incredibly quickly since the norm keeps getting up and running away."

26-100 renovations (cont.)

By R. M. Jetter

LSC today announced the near completion of the new 26-100 sound system. The third phase of the project, the completion of the booth monitoring facility and improvements to the Dolby stereo processor, are now completed.

The first two phases of the renovation, installation of the Dolby stereo processor and the Bose amplifiers and speakers, were completed during the summer of 1979. In the fall, a Kinetik cinema processor for 16mm films was added. The recent improvements to the Dolby processor improved stereo separation on the three front channels.

Later phases include the installation of projectors for Cinarama, Imax, VistaVision, Super 8, and GAF Viewmaster reels. Sound systems for Fantasound, Perspecta Sound, and Vitaphone will be added.

The final phase calls for the installation of a huge theatre pipe organ for LSC's annual silent movie. However, this modification will require closing 26-100 to approximately 150 seats. As a result, LSC will be forced to schedule the new equipment. These changes and the need to expand the projection booth to accommodate the new equipment will reduce the seating capacity in 26-100 to approximately 150 seats. As a result, LSC will be forced to increase admission to five dollars for all films in 26-100. In addition, the physics department will be forced to schedule their lecture sections for 8:00.

LSC spokesperson Michael Dombrock '75 expressed LSC's thanks to the physics department for their cooperation with these renovations. Dombrock stated that the proposed completion date is now June, 1993.

MIT team trying to gnurdstuff for two points in last night's game (Photo by short stuff courtesy The Rech)

The Lecture Series Committee and the Republican Club of MIT are proud to present

A SPECIAL SHOWING
of BEDTIME FOR BONZO
starring RONALD REAGAN
Candidate for the President of the United States
Special Short Subject
The Pilot Episode of DEATH VALLEY DAYS
Admission Free
Saturday, March 15, 1980
8pm 26-100